Unpacking digital citizenship and literacies

Nick Jackson @largerama
It's about the people not the technology
“Wicked problem” @mjhenderson
If I’ve told you once.....
We want to learn from you.
What does online research tell us?
Is learning about Digital Citizenship worthwhile?

- Yes 87%
- No 13%

Do online views on Digital Citizenship reflect your views?

- Yes, largely 0%
- Some 78%
- No, not really 22%
“I still don't even get what digital citizenship is really about so if we could have what it is and why it's important explained to us a bit better then I think we could decide what parts of that are important to be taught to other kids in schools.”
Developing a Digital Citizenship program

Year 8
- Online Predators - Re-enforced
- Reminder of the Laws around Internet
- Sexting and the consequences
- Online tools for school work (i.e. stormboard...)
- Privacy online
- laws regarding the internet (ethics and corre...
- Laws about illegal downloading
- consequences of posting 'jokes' on a friends...
- Refresher on cyberbullying
- Distribution and production of child pornogr...
- Social skills to communicate without technol...
- how to balance technology with other parts ...
- Trolling

Year 9
- How to be mature online
- How to protect yourself and others online
- Self-Image and how to protect
- Privacy setting and how to use it
- Over-Sharing Information
- Being appropriate with online relationships
- Plaguerism and the consequences
- Identity Theft
- Technology we can use
- dealing in argument situations (not feeding the fire)
- Trolls and the extent to trolling

Year 10
- Security settings and how...
- Digital laws
- Using trustworthy sources
- Using learning tools effec...
- How to keep a positive
- Online shopping
- Self-Image and how to to...
The role of the media and parents
Prince Harry  James Hewitt
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